Rescue Village Tribute Listing: April – June 2019

In Honor of Companion Animals

Abby
Beverly and Robert Peck

All of My RV Pets
Connie and Tom Barrett

Beadie and Duffy
Carolyn Herman

Bella, Fred and Ginger
Natalie Gerstenberger

Bruiser
David and Melanie Meissner

Elliot and Penny
Michael and Amy Kalal

Ezma
Katie and Sandra Steiner

Frankie
Noa Hollander

Hannah
Laurie Magnuson

Jinx
Anna Taylor and Family

Lily and Lexi
Margarette McConnell

Mason
Brick and Barrel Brewery
Christina Wieland

Matthias
Alex Maver

Max
Karen Fortunato

Mitzi
Marjorie Knaus

Molly
Margaret Hall

Obie
James Noury

Olivia
Carol Schulman

Otis
Kendall Villa and Friends

Ruby, Lexi and Sophie
Leslie Porter

Sadie
Linda Barber

Sammy
Stephen Langel
Mary Nyer

Tara
James and Lynne Capstick

Tema
Libby Hume

Willie J. Wugglebutts
Melissa Wengerd
In Honor of People

Tyler Andrews
Harold Andrews

Becky Baumgartner and Craig Cravens
Allison Ross

Bob
Elisa Copland

Marianne Carroll
Susan Iwler

Claire
Tyler Vidal

Graycee Cloutier
Erin Cloutier

Megan and Samantha Cohen
Lori and Al Cohen

Betsy Corlett
Jerry McGill

Eric Cropp
Sandy Dunn

Kathy Culek, DVM
Greg Gardner

Sonja Diehn
Scott Diehn

Ron Dombcik
Wendy Carbone

Mary Beth Eakin
Michelle Simon

Mory Escott
Bryan Escott

Vickie Kowan Ford
Joy Sakamoto-Wengel
Frank Young

Sharon Friedman
Jeff and Marilyn Bilsky

Emily and Cayla Gutowitz
Melissa Gutowitz

Ellen Harris
David Falck

Benjamin William Henkle
Jerry and Susan Iwler

Elidh Horn
Alex Anderson
Hudson Jones
Lisa Koops
Lynda Sax
Jean Simmons

Sean, Eric and Colin Hull
Sheila and Brad Hull

Isabel
Ann Cost

Hetty Joyce Isakov
Lara and Ronnen Isakov

Pam Isquick
David Isquick
Sarah Isquick

Brynda and Todd Ivan
Robyn Gelwasser
David Wales

Jerry and Paulette Jacobson
Phyllis Henry

Camryn Katz
Karen Williams

Payton Katz
Karen Williams

Dr. Steven Katz
Hetty and Terence Isakov
Mr. and Mrs. Shawn Kazmin
Carolyn and Clarence Danielson

Katlyn Kenyo
Leanne Kratzert

James Kunstel
Katherine Kunstel

Gina Ligo
Therese Wood

Sarah Luna
Holly Hilbert

Leon Mendlwoitz and Dave Malecki
Louie and Ella Lewin & Family

Nana
Darin Senor

Carla Newberry
Alan and Marcia Arons

Sharon Novak
Judy Weitzel

Shelby Onyshko
Brianne Boehnlein

Nancy Parker
Bob Zeller

Loretta Pitorak
Heather Pitorak

Cortney Price's sister
Cortney Price

Charlotte and Lilah Ratner
Sally Isenstadt

Rescue Village Staff and Volunteers
Susan W. Iwler

Jack Ritchie
Carrie Ann Huey

Debbie Roberts
Susan and Jerry Iwler

Vikki Rzepka
Earle and Michelle Rogoff

Richard and Andrea Slosar
Pamela Broski

Nanci and Earl Stein
Nancy Pearl

Chelsey Stone
Mack Stone

Moe Sugerman
Ed and Joan Falkner

Mary Kay Swetel
Marilyn Moir

Ella Tennant
Tiffany Tennant

Bill Thailing
Alex Litke

Joe Wozniak
Colleen Kohn

Jessica Young
The Deep Family
In Memory of Companion Animals

Special Thanks to Sharmyn Clark, DVM – Mobile Veterinary Care for the following memorial gifts:

- Apple
- Baby and Bailey
- Bailey
- Bentley
- Billy
- Brutus
- Buddy
- Buster and Holly
- Camille
- Carter
- Cinnamon
- Cody
- Cosmo
- Daisy
- Dakota
- Dino
- Felix
- Gia
- Gigi
- Keena
- Kennedy
- Krystal
- Lady
- Louie
- Maggie
- Mewsy
- Mia
- Miles
- Mini Me
- Oscar
- Owen
- Sammy
- Sandy
- Sara and Jake
- Scooter
- Seymour and Cara
- Tani
- Tara
- T-Bone
- Weasel
- Zeus

Addison and Flea
Eric and Claudia Bacon

Archie
Cindy Pordon and Bill Check

Baxter
Mike and Betina Steinmetz & Family

Beau
Tracy Myers

Bella
Jodi Kay

Bertie
Katy and Richard Ladew

Bingo
Kendall Villa and Friends

Boss
Bryan and Jennifer Kosh

Brody
Mary Neibecker

Brooke
Betsey Luce

Buddy
Karen Wisniewski

Caesar
Katy Ladew

Cameron
Deanna Cowan

Casey
Yvonne Lassiter

Charlie
Jaimee and Scott Rosenthal

Chewie
Chuck and Maxine Rosenbaum

Chewy
K-Leigh and Jay Ericson

Coal
Don and Jeanine Byrnes
Cody Jindi
Debbie Medlar

Daisy Girl
Donald and Nancy Russell

Darby
Shirley Ashby

Dexter Morgan
Ellen Ferrone

Dino
Sherry and Rickey Tanno

Dodger
Hope Brustein

Dotsie
Ginny Morrison and Family

Dutch
Deanna, Ron and "Sophie" Cowan

Elsa
Mary Neibecker

Emerson
Hailey Thalman and Emily Coley

Fen
Corrie Neely

Galahad
Donna Kline

Ginger
Ginny and Dan Morrison

Gracie
Mary Lou Houck
Nancy and Gary Parker

Guy-Guy
James Noury

Hank
Marcie Goodman

Harry
Paul and Sharon Shiffman

Hubie
Tiffany Mushrush Mentzer

Jack
Daryl Szarka

Jake
Michael Lewin and Family
Betsey Luce

Jasper
James Noury

Jax
Betty and Tony Galati

Jesse
Patricia and Richard Ruzga

Johnny Bravo
Jenna Jones, Beth Eblers and Linda Kolb

Kenny
Sue Matejovich

Lady Jane
Patricia Cermak

Lexi
Susan and Tom Smith

Lily
Jim and Heather Fleming

Lodai
Diane Russo Armington

Lodi
Vicki Furlan

Lola
Laura Church and Family

Lucy
James A. Brown and Beth Falkner-Brown
Dan Iosue
James Noury
Arlene and Jack Pesselman

Mac
Robin J. Sturik

Madison
Joyce Brandt

Maggie
Debra Siegel Schmieg
Maize
Missy Rose

Milo, Sammy and Beannie
Susan Visconsi

Mindy
Brad and Roseann Hicks

Molly
Tiffany and Neil Mentzer

Moxie
Mike and Jan Lewis

Nike
James and Lynne Capstick

Nola
Virginia Callen

Normandy
Meghan Metz
Erin Metz

Oliver
Keith and Irene Cowan
Mark and Sue Heiferling
Jan Kaminsky
Kasey Rose

Orion
The Miklavic Family

Oscar
Ronald Orlowski

Patches
Carole Nazar - Pawsome Pets

Peepers
Susan Segina

Phoenix and Rosco
Jean and Bob Seljan

Psyche and Darwin
Meredith Wylie

Riley
Peg Erb

Ringo
Gwen Kanastab

Rosie
Lynn Taylor

Ryder
Cathy Bloomfield

Sacha
Marie Giuffre

Sally and Wendy
Katherine Funkner

Sam
Judy Stein

Sami
James Noury

Sammy
Stephen Langel

Seymour
Hope Brustein

Seymour and Cara
Jane Geisse
Tiffany Mushrush Mentzer

Shadow
Barbara and Michael Rossi

Shilling
Frances Hudson

Simba, Twizz and Cricket
Christina Frankel

Skooter
Maria F. James

Smokey Chalupa
Susan Iwler

Sugar
Lori Atwood

Sugar Pie
Laura Richmond

Tiki
Bonnie and Michael Cole

Tom and Jerry
Diane Keenan
Tommy Eddie
Candy Clemson

Tracker
Pamela Schmitt

Trek
Hailey Thalman and Emily Coley

Vinnie
JoJo Brown

Yaffi
Jack and Martha Spaner

Zeke
Cheryl Johnson

Ziggy
Nancy W. Stanley

Zina
Katy and Richard Ladew
In Memory of People

Tyler Andrews
David and Maggie Case
Dennis and Sharon McElhaney

Jay L. Ankeney
John and Tory Willoughby

Thomas Arcoria
Marty (Marlene) Porter
Helen M. Reed

Ari’s mother
Sharon and Roger Ishee

Julian Baker
Judy Baker

George Barmberger
Glen and Judith Goodrich

Mike Barton
Cindy Speigler

Barbara Becker
Nancy and Tim Callahan
Driftwood Catering
Howard Hanna - Shaker Heights
Laurel Hoffman
Lorraine Horwitz
Don and Sally Messinger
Sally and Barry Pollock
Cindy and Scott Polster
Jerry and Michele Timko
Meg Weingart

Abby Bendis
Heidi Solomon

Hilda Braendle
Katy and Richard Ladew

Richard “Bubba” Cable
Kristen and Jim Rice

Audrey Carroll
The Brehm Family

Glorianne Cheppes
Vicki and David Mazey
Todd Schauffler & Family

Elizabeth Gray Chrzan
Laura Aguiar
Julie and Joseph Mrosko
Sue Mrosko

Tom Colucci
Rory Althans
Bella Design Jewelers
Gary and Linda Bennett
Gretchen and Bill Exline
Ellen Ilkanic
Ron and Rita Siwik
Pat Tennant Hoaglin
John and Patricia Vlahos
Clark C. White, III DDS and Staff

Patricia Cropp
Sandy Dunn

Elizabeth Csiszko
Cleveland Shetland Sheepdog Club
Nan Fortiner
Nancy Fowler
Ohio Technical College
Karla Schaffer
Dale and Karen Schmauder
Phil and Eleanor Simone

Maggy Dahar
Nancy and Michael Bell

Jeanne L. Frye
Jennifer Krutilla
Greater Cleveland Automobile Dealers' Association

Phyllis Gatrell
Nicole Gatrell
Ray and Francine Sansota

Grandma Mabel
Cindy Bill

Carol Griffith
Margaret Crew
Erie Construction Mid-West, Inc.
Michelle and Chris Genard
Richard and Linda Janus
Stephanie Katona
Tom and Sue Katona
Greg and Lauren Lanoue
Bob and Pat Miller
Sandra Novosel
Darla and Eric Novosel
Daniel and Rosalie Russo
John Thompson
Della Oberst & Family
Bunni Union
Karen Warden and Donald Kral
Kim Wilson

**Richard Gusky**
Audrey and Ricky Markowitz

**Kyle Hamilton**
Kellie Muir

**Eila Hattendorf**
Gail P. Sabo

**J. Michael Hazelwood**
Alotech Ltd.
The Black Family
David and Maggie Case
Elizabeth Curschman
Henry Curschman
Jessia Dilley
Joe, Paula and Kendall Foster
Janet S. Miller
Jayne Sestak

**Rosalyn Kaufman**
Debbie and David Licker

**Frank "Pete" Kean**
George Ann Victor

**Eileen Kieselbach**
Larry and Sandra Williams

**Kaya Knerly**
Mia Knerly-Hess

**Heidi Koller**

Katy Ladew

**Marie Komocki**
Lydia and David Komocki

**Gregory M. Krizman**
Patricia Fischbach

**Tara Kuchenbecker**
Jennie Bixler
Phyllis Couch
Dana Hollister
Lisa Ishee
Phyllis J. Jones
Pamela Kerr
Lisa Millard
Pam Pray
Patti Schmid
Rhonda Westover
Jeff Wilson

**Angela Laurich**
Carla Cefaratti

**Jeni Lepri**
The Staff of Williams Sonoma

**Ann Lieder**
John and Judy Reider

**Minerva M. Mancuso**
Karen Sarkisian

**Edna L. Marcum**
The Gillmer Kroehle Foundation

**Shirley Markowitz**
Susan and Steven Markowitz

**Patricia Marks**
Sherri Foxman

**Robert Matejka**
Jane Rand

**Bruce Mielziner**
Myra Pollak

**Betty G. Miller**
James H. Miller

**Sean O'Malley**
Mary Conrad

**Josephine Simunich**
Melvin Colgrove
Cathy Simunich

**Mary Soncini**
Darin Senor

**Stephen Spaeth**
Colette Hannigan

**Judith Speiser**
Merle Ettinger

**Mimi Staff**
Lin Adamany
Diane Conroy
Rachael Passe
Paul and Nina Repasky

**Rickey Tanno**
Sherry Tanno

**Judith Kay Williams**
Northwest Ohio Computer Association Staff
Linda Samuto

**Kimberly Wilson**
Deborah Kravic

**Wendy Wright**
Stan and Jackie Hazen

**Carol Youschak**
Michelle Decker

**Al Zakrzewski**
Carole F. Cashion